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Environmental and Wildlife Impact and Risk Assessment Questions: 
1. For a residence (home), how many wind turbines and/or solar panels are needed to 

consider the home to be electrical energy neutral? Neutral means: balance the power 
generated that is supplied to and taken from the grid. 

2. For a public building such as library or school, same question? 

3. For commercial and light industrial businesses, same question? 

4. For heavy industries, same question? 

5. For City of Medicine Hat, if all electrical power currently generated by natural gas was 
supplied by Green renewable sources, same question? How many acres/hectares of 
land would be affected by installing the green energy sources? 

6. Electric vehicles and transportation (versus petroleum fuelled vehicles), same 
question? Plus what about infrastructure requirements? Will power lines need to be 
upgraded? 

Environmental and Wildlife Impact Questions: 
1. If the green energy systems are to be placed on native prairie (crown/public/leased or 

private land), then what is the impact to the native prairie plants and wildlife; 
particularly birds, bats & insects, and the species at risk due to loss of native habitat? 

2. If the green energy systems are to be placed on agricultural, cultivated and/or tame 
pasture (private land), then same type of question? Plus what effects do the systems 
have on the agricultural use and productivity of the land? 

3. What are the human health issues of green energy sources? Such as wind turbine noise? 
Solar panel glare? 

4. At end of the facility’s life, what is the reclamation impact of the green energy 
systems on the environment and wildlife? 

Feasibility and Cost Analysis Questions: 
1. What are the initial installation costs: land, system materials for turbine or panels, 

cabling, distribution grid, etc.? 

2. What are the operating & maintenance costs?  

3. What are the land and access royalty costs? 



4. What is the life span of the green energy systems? 

5. What are the reclamation costs from cradle to grave? 

6. What is the price of the power; i.e. price per kilowatt hour which is to be charged to 
consumers? 

7. What is the effect on the price and value (usage) of the land; i.e. depreciation? Loss of 
Use? 


